**Legend** (official signs by MSC are under development and are different to the ones used herein)

- **Mids sign color**
- **F/S sign color**

→ **Mids PREDOMINANTLY corridor** (F/S should avoid as possible and during class transition times)

→ **F/S ONLY corridor**

Mids ONLY restroom (men)

Mids ONLY restroom (women)

F/S Only restroom (men)

F/S Only restroom (women)

- **F/S Only Elevator**
- **Mids ONLY Stairs (direction)**
- **F/S ONLY Stairs (direction)**
- **Mids DO NOT ENTER signs**
- **Lobby / rest areas**
F/S is allowed to go from main entrance to stairs/elevator. In general, F/S should avoid transit during regular class transition times.
Deck accessible to F/S ONLY